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On January 8, 2024, in a decision that under-

scores the potential viability of fair-notice de-

fenses to U.S. regulators’ rule interpretations,

the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit

reversed a $6.5 million penalty judgment that

the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commis-

sion (“CFTC”) had obtained against defendants

charged in federal court in Texas with violating

a decades-old CFTC rule that prohibited brokers

from taking the other side of customer orders.1

The court in CFTC v. EOX Holdings LLC con-

cluded that the CFTC’s interpretation of the rule,

which the CFTC had never publicly articulated,

was “unprecedented” and left the defendants

without “fair notice of the CFTC’s

construction.”2

Background

The decision stems from a September 2018

CFTC complaint charging broker EOX Hold-

ings and employee Andrew Gizienski with,

among other things, misappropriating material

nonpublic information in connection with block

trades of energy contracts.3 Principally, the

CFTC alleged that Mr. Gizienski traded in a

discretionary account on behalf of a friend based

on confidential information that he derived from

the block trades he was broking for other

customers.4 He also allegedly executed block

trades with other customers on behalf of his

friend without identifying himself to the other

customers, which the CFTC charged as a viola-

tion of Rule 155.4(b)(2), which prohibits “know-

ingly tak[ing] . . . the other side of [a custom-

er’s order] . . . except with the [customer’s]

prior consent . . . .”5 This was the first case in

which the CFTC charged a violation of Rule

155.4(b)(2), which was promulgated more than

30 years earlier.

In the district court, the defendants moved to

dismiss the Rule 155.4 charge on the basis that

“taking the other side of an order” means trans-

acting as a principal “with a financial interest

and the possibility of profit or loss,” which

would exclude Mr. Gizienski’s conduct, given

that he was trading for his friend’s account, not
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his own. The CFTC argued that “taking the other side”

more broadly encompasses “mak[ing] the decision to

trade opposite the order and execut[ing] the trade op-

posite the order,” irrespective of any financial interest in

the trade, as Mr. Gizienski had done.6 The district court

agreed with the CFTC, finding that “[n]othing in the

language of [the rule] limits its application to principals

with an ownership or financial interest.”7

The jury found for the CFTC on the Rule 155.4 claim,

among other charges, but found for the defense on the

charge for trading based on misappropriated

information.

The Fifth Circuit Decision

On appeal, the defendants argued that they did not

have fair notice of the CFTC’s interpretation of the rule

at the time of the conduct, while the CFTC contended

that it had “consistently interpreted [the rule] according

to its plain language,” and that this “controlling plain

language” provided “fair notice” to the public.8 The

Fifth Circuit rejected the CFTC’s position. The court

concluded that the text of the rule was “at best ambigu-

ous” and “did not give fair notice to the Defendants

absent further guidance from the CFTC”—and the panel

observed that “for nearly four decades, no such guid-

ance came.”9 Noting the district court’s view that noth-

ing in the text of Rule 155.4 “limit[ed]” its application

to transactions on a principal basis, the panel reasoned

that, to the contrary, the ambiguity of the rule did not

serve to “extend[] its application beyond principals

either.”10 Because “the CFTC had never publicly stated

that to ‘take the other side of trades’ includes the bro-

ker’s trading for a discretionary account,” the defendants

lacked fair notice of the CFTC’s interpretation of the

rule at the time of the conduct, per the principle that ‘‘ ‘a

regulation cannot be construed to mean what an agency

intended but did not adequately express.’ ’’11 Finding

“the CFTC’s construction of the Rule to be thoroughly

unpersuasive,” the panel remarked: “Maybe, as the

CFTC stated at oral argument, the agency has reasons

for wishing to regulate such conduct. But if so, ‘it is the

regulation as written which must bear the blame.’ ’’12

Accordingly, the court reversed the judgment on the

Rule 155.4 charge.13

Takeaway Point

The Fifth Circuit’s ruling in EOX Holdings demon-

strates the potential viability of fair-notice defenses

where regulatory agencies advance novel interpretations

or seek to apply their rules in novel contexts—with

potential implications for registrants as well as emerging

industries such as Web3, digital assets and decentralized

finance. Consistent with CFTC Commissioner Summer
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Mersinger’s remarks last year on “engaging with the

public” instead of pursuing “enforcement first,”14 the

EOX decision also highlights the benefits of clear and

more frequent regulatory guidance, both for regulators

and for those they regulate.

This article is provided by Skadden, Arps, Slate,

Meagher & Flom LLP and its affiliates for educational

and informational purposes only and is not intended and

should not be construed as legal advice.
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